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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Several factors are used to stratify the probability 
of polyp recurrence. However, there are no studies correlating the 
location of the initial polyps and the recurrent ones. The aim of this 
study was to verify whether the polyp location at the surveillance 
colonoscopy was correlated with the location of the previously 
excised polyps at the baseline colonoscopy. 

Methods: A retrospective study of patients submitted to 
colonoscopy with presence and excision of all polyps, followed by a 
surveillance colonoscopy. Polyp location was divided into proximal/
distal to splenic flexure and rectum. Characteristics and recurrent 
rates at the same colon location were also evaluated. 

Results: Out of the 346 patients who underwent repeated 
colonoscopy, 268 (77.4%) had at least 1 polyp detected. For all 
the segments there was an increased risk of recurrent polyps in the 
same location and it was about four times higher in proximal (OR 
3.5; CI 2.1-6.0) and distal colon segments (OR 3.8; CI 2.1-6.8), 
followed by three times higher in the rectum (OR 2.6; CI 1.5-4.6). 
No difference was found between the rates of recurrence at the same 
segment, taking into consideration the polyp morphology, size, 
polypectomy technique employed and histological classification. 

Conclusion: There seems to be a significant association 
between polyp location at baseline and surveillance colonoscopy.
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INTRODUCTION

Adenomas of the colon and rectum are common benign 
neoplastic lesions discovered in about 25% of patients sub-
mitted to colonoscopy (1). Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the 
third most frequent cancer and the fourth cause of death 
due to cancer worldwide (2). Colonoscopy and endoscop-
ic detection and resection of precancerous lesions lead 
to a reduction in the incidence and mortality caused by 
CRC (3). This risk reduction appears to be stronger for the 
distal colon. Nevertheless, a 77% reduction in incidence 
and a 29-37% decrease in CRC related deaths have been 
observed with colonoscopy (4,5). Surveillance colonosco-

py is recommended in patients with previous adenomatous 
polyps, because of the risk of metachronous, recurrent 
and new lesions (6). The risk of finding adenomas on 
surveillance colonoscopy is dependent on the findings of 
the initial colonoscopy. The rate is higher in patients with 
advanced adenomas, intermediate in non-advanced adeno-
mas, and lower in patients with no adenomas (7). Despite 
the importance of colonoscopy, interval colon cancers are 
found after a previous colonoscopy with polypectomy or 
negative findings (3,8). This may occur due to several 
factors, such as missed lesions, recurrence of incomplete 
removed polyps, or new lesions that have developed since 
the previous colonoscopy (9). There are several factors 
used to stratify the probability of polyp recurrence, includ-
ing histology, size and number. Some studies also favor the 
proximal colon as a marker of future adenoma recurrence 
(10), or even some association between proximal or distal 
recurrence (7,11). Thus, the aim of this study was to verify 
whether polyp location at surveillance colonoscopy was 
associated with the location of the previously excised pol-
yps at the baseline colonoscopy. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS

We conducted a retrospective study of patients submitted to two 
colonoscopies: an index colonoscopy with polyps and a surveillance 
colonoscopy with or without polyps. We defined a positive associ-
ation in polyp recurrence at the same location if at least one meta-
chronous polyp at surveillance colonoscopy was in the same colon 
segment, as one or more of the index colonoscopy. 

Patients were enrolled from the Gastroenterology Department 
from January 2004 to December 2014. Inclusion criteria included 
patients aged over 18 years with two high quality colonoscopies with 
at least one-year interval between them and excision of all the polyps 
detected in the baseline colonoscopy. The high quality colonoscopy 
criteria implied that it was performed by an experienced colonosco-
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pist, the degree of bowel cleansing assessed with the Ottawa Bowel 
Preparation Scale (OBPS) was excellent or good, and cecal intu-
bation was achieved. The patients’ medical records were analyzed. 
We collected patient demographic data, including sex and age. Data 
from colonoscopy reports were recorded, including the number of 
polyps, their size, morphology and location, and resection technique. 
Lesions were classified according to the Paris Classification (12). 
Type-0 non-polypoid lesions and polyps larger than 20 mm were 
excluded. We categorized polyps location into proximal or distal to 
splenic flexure and rectum. The resection technique was divided into 
resection with cold biopsy forceps, standard snare excision, and sub-
mucosal injection, followed by resection. These data were collected 
from both colonoscopies. The histological report was obtained from 
all the removed and recovered polyps from both colonoscopies. The 
histopathologic diagnosis was classified according to the Revised 
Vienna Classification (13). The polyps were also categorized in rela-
tion to their glandular architecture into tubular, tubulovillous, villous 
and serrated. These data were then used to stratify the adenomas into 
advanced and non-advanced adenomas. Thus, an advanced adenoma 
was considered when it was 1 cm or larger and presented villous 
histology or high-grade dysplasia (6). Histological analyses of resec-
tion margins were classified as: complete resection (R0), margins of 
resection could not be completely evaluated (Rx) or residual lesion 
was present (R1). Exclusion criteria included patients submitted to 
colon surgery or with history of CRC before the baseline colonosco-
py, inflammatory bowel disease or polyposis syndrome. 

The ethics committee approved the study. All authors have 
accessed the data and have reviewed and approved the final man-
uscript.

Statistical analyses

Our preliminary data indicate that polyps detected during surveil-
lance colonoscopy will appear in the same location as those observed 
at baseline in at least 20% of the cases. Setting α at 0.05, power at 
80% and case-to-control ratio at 1:2, we estimated that 195 patients 
would be required. 

Categorical variables were expressed as frequency and percent-
age. Continuous variables were expressed as mean (standard deri-
vation, SD). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to assess nor-
mality. Categorical variables were compared with the Chi-squared 
test and continuous variables were compared with the Student’s t test 
for normally distributed data or Mann-Whitney U-test if data did not 
present a normal distribution. To determine the agreement between 
the results of the two colonoscopies the Cohen’s Kappa test was 
used. Odds ratio (OR) was calculated with 95% confidence interval 
(CI); a CI that did not include 1.0 indicated that there was a signif-
icant relationship between the variables. Differences between data 
were considered to be statistically significant when the two-sided p 
value was less than 0.05.

First, the results of both colonoscopies were analyzed. Then, the 
agreement of recurrence rates for the same location in the baseline 
and in the surveillance colonoscopy was calculated. We further eval-
uated possible factors that could contribute to polyp recurrence at the 
same location, such as polyp characteristics or histologic features. 

The data analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences-SPSS (SPSS Inc. USA), IBM®, computer software 
for Mac OS X (version 21).

RESULTS

Out of the 346 patients submitted to two high quality 
colonoscopies with polyps at the index colonoscopy, 78 
had no polyps at the surveillance colonoscopy. Therefore, 
a total of 268 patients were enrolled in the study (Fig. 1). 
Patients had a mean age of 64 (SD 10) years, ranging from 
29 to 82 years old, with male predominance (64.9%). 

The mean interval period between both colonoscopies 
was 37 (SD 20) months.

The characteristics of polyps found at the initial and 
surveillance colonoscopy are described in table I. At the 
initial colonoscopy, the mean number of polyps detected 
and resected was 3.0 (SD 2.0), and at the surveillance colo-
noscopy this number was less than 2.3 (SD 1.2). In relation 
to the polyp characteristics at the first colonoscopy the 
mean size was 10.9 mm (SD 8.7) and at the second colo-
noscopy the polyps were smaller, measuring a mean of 6.9 
mm (SD 5.5). Initially, the morphology was type 0-Ip in 
34.8% and type 0-Is in 65.2%; and at the second colonos-
copy we continued to observe that the sessile morphology 
was predominant but in a higher proportion, considering 
that the percentage of type 0-Is polyps was 83.3%. The 
glandular architecture was similar in both cases, except 
for the higher incidence of serrated polyps at surveillance 
colonoscopy (1.6% vs. 10.9%). 

At the initial colonoscopy, 42.5% of patients had polyps 
in the proximal colon, 75.0% in the distal colon and 30.2% 
in the rectum. At the surveillance colonoscopy, the distri-
bution was similar: 52.6% in the proximal colon, 60.1% 
in the distal colon and 25.0% in the rectum. The overall 
agreement rate of polyp location between colonoscopies 
was 44%. Table II displays the probability of recurrence 
at the same colon segment. For all segments of the colon 
there is an increased risk of recurrent polyps in the same 
location. This risk is similar for both proximal (OR 3.5; CI 
2.1-6.0) and distal colon segments (OR 3.8; CI 2.1-6.8), 
followed by the rectum (OR 2.6; CI 1.5-4.6), p < 0.001. 
The Kappa values were 0.29 (95% CI; 0.19-0.41) and 0.27 
(0.16-0.38) for the proximal and distal colon, respectively, 
showing a fair strength of agreement and 0.20 (CI 0.08-
0.33) for the rectum, meaning a poor agreement, p < 0.001 
(Table III). 

Fig. 1. Diagram of selection of patients.

346 eligible patients

268 patients included

78 patients without 
polyps at surveillance 

colonoscopy
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there was a small predominance for higher recurrence at 
the same segment when resection was performed with sub-
mucosal injection (70.4%), compared to biopsy forceps 
(68.3%) and snare (61.4%) and for hyperplastic polyps 
(75.7%), compared to polyps with low-grade (66.7%) or 
high-grade dysplasia (66.7%). There was no difference in 
the histological margins, and although Rx (68.1%) was 
more frequent than complete resection (53.3%), this had 
no statistical significance (p = 0.511). There was also no 
difference in the probability of recurrence at the same 
location after stratification in advanced adenoma (70.8%), 
non-advanced adenoma (61.9%) and hyperplastic adenoma 
(75.7%), p = 0.216. The time between colonoscopies was 
not associated with the recurrence of polyps at the same 
site (36 vs. 38 months). 

DISCUSSION

In our study we found a significant association between 
the initial polyp location and the recurrent one. For all the 
colon segments, the presence of polyps at baseline colonos-
copy confers a significant risk for recurrence in the same 
location at surveillance colonoscopy. This risk is about 
four times higher in the distal colon, closely followed by 
the proximal colon. There are several possible explana-
tions for this high rate of localization agreement. First, in 
patients with history of polyp resection the colonoscopist 
may enhance the attention to sites of previous polyp detec-
tion. Another reason is related to polyp resurgence due to 
incomplete removal. With the aim of reducing incomplete 
resection as a recurrence factor, we excluded flat and larger 
lesions. Also, in this study histological margins of resec-
tion (complete vs residual lesion) were not implicated in 
the recurrence rate. The polyp miss rate is around 20% 
and it increases as the size of the lesions decreases (14). 
Missing adenomas can also explain the recurrent polyps, 

Table I. Characteristics of polyps at the initial  
and surveillance colonoscopy

Variable
Colonoscopy

Initial Surveillance

Polyps number ± SD 3.0 ± 2.0 2.3 ± 1.2

Polyps size ± SD (mm) 10.9 ± 8.7 6.9 ± 5.5

Morphology (Paris classification)

 Type 0-Ip 34.8% 16.7%

 Type 0-Is 65.2% 83.3%

Resection technique 

 Standard snare 78.6% 63.6%

 Cold biopsy forceps 10.9% 29.5%

 Submucosal injection 10.5% 6.9%

Histology (Vienna revised)

 Negative neoplasia (hyperplasic) 16.9% 30.6%

 Mucosal low-grade neoplasia 77.9% 66.8%

 Mucosal high-grade neoplasia 5.2% 2.6%

Glandular architecture

 Tubular 62.2% 64.2%

 Tubulovillous 24.4% 17.6%

 Villous 11.9% 7.3%

 Serrated 1.6% 10.9%

Histological margins

 R0 60.2% 64.7%

 Rx 39.8% 35.3%

Table II. Probability of recurrence at the same and different location according to colon segments

Same location at surveillance Different location at surveillance

Index colon segment Recurrence probability OR (95% CI) Recurrence probability OR (95% CI)

Proximal to splenic flexure 70.2% 3.5 (2.1-6.0) 32.6% 0.9 (0.4-2.2)

Distal to splenic flexure 68.2% 3.8 (2.1-6.8) 31.8% 0.4 (0.2-2.6)

Rectum 38.3% 2.6 (1.5-4.6) 19.3% 0.7 (0.6-1.2)

Table III. Agreement between the probabilities of recurrence at the same location according to colon segments

Surveillance colon segment

Index colon segment Same location (n/total) Different location (n/total) Kappa (95% CI)

Proximal to splenic flexure 80/141 34/127 0.29 (0.19-0.41)

Distal to splenic flexure 137/161 64/107 0.27 (0.16-0.38)

Rectum 31/67 50/151 0.20 (0.08-0.33)

The analysis of the different factors that could con-
tribute to polyp recurrence at the same location shows no 
statistically significant differences (Table IV). However, 
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although we tried to reduce this factor by selecting only 
high quality colonoscopies. Another possibility for this 
high rate of localization agreement is related to the devel-
opment of new lesions. These new lesions may be due to 
the absence of an inhibitory effect after polyp removal (7), 
or due to local effects that favor carcinogenesis such as 
repeated/persistent inflammation or injury (9). In addition, 
these new lesions may be associated with a different and 
faster carcinogenesis route. It has been demonstrated that 
interval cancers after polypectomy appear more frequent-
ly than expected in the segment of previous polypecto-
my (9). This study reinforces these previous findings by 
demonstrating that polyps also tend to recur at the same 
location. For interval cancers, studies show that 70-80% 
are predominantly due to missing lesions rather than to 
new lesions (15,16).

It is known that adenoma recurrence rates are estimated 
to be around 30-40%, 3 to 4 years after the initial colonos-
copy (8,17). The risk of recurrent adenomas on the sur-
veillance colonoscopy depends on the findings at the pre-
vious one. The risk is higher in advanced and/or multiple 
adenomas (7,10,18). With this assumption, we analyzed 
the polyp characteristics (size, morphology and histology), 
the margins of resection (presence of hyperplasic or ade-
nomatous tissue), and the technique used to perform the 

polypectomy. We found no statistically significant factors 
that could contribute to recurrence at the same location. 
Even after stratification of the adenoma in advanced ade-
noma, there was not a recurrence factor. 

There seems to be no association between the probability 
of detection of adenomas in the surveillance colonoscopy 
after a colonoscopy with only hyperplasic polyps (19). In 
our study, we found that in the second colonoscopy there 
was an increased number of hyperplasic polyps, though his-
tological type did not contribute to recurrence at the same 
site. This may be justified as a local reaction that induces 
hyperproliferation of mucosa, since hyperplastic polyps 
are composed of normal cellular components. Hyperplastic 
lesions may acquire mutations, especially K-ras, but also 
BRAF mutations, which have the potential to transform 
these lesions into cancer (20-22). Not only hyperplastic 
polyps but also serrated polyps have CRC potential (23). 
Serrated polyps were identified more frequently in the sec-
ond colonoscopy (although they did not contribute as a 
recurrence factor). This may be explained by differences at 
the time the pathologists did their analysis. Serrated polyps 
usually classified as hyperplastic are now being classified in 
the same group as serrated tumors. Sessile serrated polyps 
or serrated adenomas are normally small or flat, they may 
grow faster and they can progress through a different route 

Table IV. Factors contributing to polyp recurrence at the same location 

Variable Recurrence at the same location Recurrence at a different location p

Polyps size ± SD (mm) 10.2 ± 8.0 11.1 ± 7.9 p = 0.585

Morphology (Paris classification)

 Type 0-Ip 71.8% 28.2% p = 0.200

 Type 0-Is 62.4% 37.6%

Resection technique 

 Standard snare 61.4% 38.6% p = 0.112

 Cold biopsy forceps 68.3% 31.7%

 Submucosal injection 70.4% 29.6%

Histology (Vienna revised)

 Negative for neoplasia 75.7% 24.3% p = 0.148

 Mucosal low-grade neoplasia 66.7% 33.3%

 Mucosal high-grade neoplasia 66.7% 33.3%

Glandular architecture

 Tubular 65.0% 35.0% p = 0.986

 Tubulovillous 68.1% 31.9%

 Villous 65.2% 34.8%

 Serrated 66.7% 33.3%

Histological margins

 R0 53.3% 46.7% p = 0.511

 Rx 68.1% 31.9%
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of carcinogenesis. They are also associated with a higher 
rate of incomplete removal (24,25). 

There are limitations in our study. The study population 
includes a small sample, retrospectively recorded, and it 
was performed at a university hospital, so these results 
may not be representative of the general population. In our 
study, we did neither include potential risk factors asso-
ciated with cancer/polyp development such as cigarette 
smoking (26), red meat consumption and high body mass 
index (27), nor protective factors such as acetylsalicylic 
acid or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (28) and 
fruits ingestion (29). Although high trained colonosco-
pists performed all the colonoscopies, the team included 
several physicians who changed from the baseline to the 
surveillance colonoscopy. Furthermore, as previously stat-
ed, the possibility of missing adenomas must be always 
considered. 

In conclusion, there seems to be a significant association 
in polyp location at baseline and surveillance colonoscopy. 
This might have future implications in terms of technical 
execution and accuracy of the colonoscopies, including 
warning for a cautious inspection of the segments where 
polyps were previously removed. Also, it would be inter-
esting to explore the role of a field effect, by comparing 
the histological characteristics and molecular features of 
the mucosa near to the excised polyps with the remain-
ing mucosa. These findings need further research, ideally 
through a prospective and multicenter trial with a larger 
study population.
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